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distributed troops in rapid mass behind the enemy lines—
were new factors of which, before the Italo-Ethiopian war,
he had no comprehension.
At Walwal some of the Ethiopians under Ali-Nur tried
to sabre the Italian armoured car, and others proposed to
turn it over. Nor were they ever clear when an aeroplane
came down voluntarily and when it was brought down.
There was a firm and unshakable tradition, established even
among the formal artists who sold their brightly coloured
works in the capital, that an Abyssinian with his country's
incredible skill in marksmanship shot down an Italian
plane on the battlefield, though the real reason of its
descent was that it had run out of bombs.
Infused with Adowa the same artists always depicted
Ethiopians fighting full face " because they are brave/'
and Italians or subject races in profile " because they are
looking with the other eye where to run away."
A booklet was compiled by the Emperor and circulated
to all army leaders describing measures to be taken against
aeroplanes, armoured fighting vehicles, massed artillery
and machine-guns and poison gas : though no provision
was made against the spraying of corrosive poison from the
air. Advice was also given as to the folly of attack on
strongly entrenched positions and the necessity to abandon
the mass manoeuvre, in view of the danger to marching
columns from the air and to groups in battle from the
machine-gun.
Their victories over the Italians, Egyptians, Mahdists,
the Mad Mullah, and the peoples of the " colonial
provinces " had all been won by the mass manoeuvre.
Presented by its intelligent old chiefs with the rifle, the
Ethiopian force was the most orderly and the best-armed
mass force in Africa,
The traditional titles of its high officers are significant
of that.
The Fitorari or Front of the Rhinoceros who leads the
vanguard and establishes touch with the enemy, the
Kenyazmatch or leader of the Right Wing, and the Geraz-
match or leader of the Left Wing who envelop him, and
the reserve under the Dedjazmatch or Commander of the
Threshold who are thrown in where he proves to be
weakest to annihilate or rout him by penetration of his

